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Agenda 
• What is Lead? 
• Curriculum Materials 
• Actions to Reduce Potential Lead Exposure 

Infographic 
• Lead Awareness Curriculum USB 
• Break 
• Instructor Preparation 
• Demonstration with Module 3 
• Break 
• Modifying the Curriculum 
• Questions? 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Today’s session is designed to introduce you to the Lead Awareness in Indian Country: Keeping our Children Healthy! Curriculum. This resource was developed because tribes identified the need to create a curriculum that included relevant tribal scenarios and information to increase education and outreach.Although the Curriculum was built with a tribal focus, it is designed to be used by any community leader interested in teaching their community about lead and preventing potential childhood lead exposure. During today’s session we will:Start with a short discussion about leadGive a high-level review of the CURRICULUM MATERIALS, including giving a quick overview of the topics covered in each of the modules.Walk through the ACTIONS TO REDUCE POTENTIAL LEAD EXPOSURE INFOGRAPHIC. Look at what is on the USB that each of you received today.Then we will take a short break.After we regroup, we will discuss the STEPS TO PREPARE and do a demonstration of part of Module 3.Discuss several TEACHING STRATEGIES and in small groups answer questions to think through how to modify the materials.And end with a time for more QUESTIONS. 



  

 

Objectives 

• Understand the purpose of the curriculum and 
key actions to reduce childhood lead 
exposure; and 

• Have a plan on how to use and modify the 
curriculum. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our goal for today is to discuss the materials included within the Curriculum, review the topics covered within each module, and discuss ideas and strategies on how to use and modify the curriculum to educate your communities or the population you work with. By the end of today’s session, each of you will:Understand the purpose of the curriculum and key actions to reduce childhood lead exposure; and Have a plan on how to use and modify the curriculum for your community or as part of your work. 



 

Introductions 

• Name 

• How is your work 
connected to lead? 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’ve shared a little about our plan for today and the objectives for today’s Train-the-Trainer session. Now we would like each of you to quickly introduce yourselves to the group – share with the group your name, briefly how your work is connected to lead, and if you have any questions about lead or the curriculum. We aren’t going to answer these questions right away but want to know up front your questions in the hopes that we will answer them as we go along.I’ll start, my name is Chloe and I help coordinate outreach and engagement for EPA’s national lead-based paint program. Do I have a volunteer to go next, or should I pick someone? [introductions]



What is Lead? 

http://mfritz8science.wikispaces.com/file/view/lead_1.jpg/262242078/lead_1.jpg 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What is Lead?Lead is a naturally occurring bluish-gray metal found in small amounts in the earth’s crust.Lead is mined and then used in products to make them durable and last longer.Once lead is used in a product, it is nearly impossible to identify with the naked eye.Lead does not biodegrade or disappear from the environment over time.

http://mfritz8science.wikispaces.com/file/view/lead_1.jpg/262242078/lead_1.jpg


 Where do you think lead 
can be found? 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lead has been mined and used for a long time and can be found in many different products and places. I have a question for you, “Where do you think lead can be found? What are some potential sources of lead exposure?” Take a moment to glance around the space we are in and think about your everyday activities. Pencils may come to mind, but they are made with graphite and not lead. Instructor Note: Give participants time to think. As they start sharing try to note down their answers and if they can’t think of anything “Don’t worry if you cannot think of something because I am going to share a few right now.



 

Lead can be found in… 

• All parts of our environment: 
• Air 
• Soil 
• Water 
• Inside our homes 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Unfortunately, lead can be found in all parts of our environment – the air, soil, water and even inside our homes.Much of our exposure comes from human activities involving the use of fossil fuels, past use of leaded gasoline, some types of industrial facilities (e.g., mining and manufacturing), leaded aviation fuel, and past use of lead-based paint in homes. Congress has passed several laws related to lead. These laws address lead in paint, dust and soil; lead in the air; lead in water; and disposal of lead waste. As a result, these laws limit the amount of lead that can be in products, outdoor air, emissions from some industrial sources, waste waters and more.



 

 

 

 

Lead-based Paint 
• Found in older homes built 

before 1978 
• Major source when: 

• Not maintained - Peeling,
chipping, cracking 

• Chips and dust can scatter and 
become a hazard 

• These hazards can be breathed 
in or swallowed by children,
residents and workers 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Historically, lead compounds were added to paints to enhance color, reduce corrosion, or shorten drying time. Lead-based paint, if present in older homes built before 1978,  may be a major source of exposure to lead to those who live there. When painted surfaces are not properly maintained, paint can deteriorate, peel, chip, chalk, or crack. When lead-based paint is old and worn or is subject to constant rubbing (as on doors and windowsills), lead-based paint chips and dust can scatter and become a hazard.These hazards can be breathed in or swallowed by children, residents, and workers.Lead dust can also be scattered when paint is disturbed during renovation, repair, or remodeling activities.



 
 

Children can be exposed... 
• Through contact with lead-

based paint chips and 
dust in buildings and 
homes when they put 
toys, fingers, and other 
objects in their mouths 

• Lead-based paint has a 
"sweet" taste Photo by Jelleke Vanooteghem on Unsplash 

• Children may also lick or 
bite chewable lead-based 
paint surfaces 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Today, one of the most common ways children can be exposed to lead is through contact with lead-based paint chips and dust in buildings and homes that have lead-based paint present when they put toys, fingers and other objects in their mouths as part of their normal behavior. Lead-based paint has a "sweet" taste, which makes it appealing to young children, so they may also lick or bite chewable lead-based paint surfaces. When lead-based paint is in good condition and is not on an impact or friction surface, like a window, the paint is usually not a hazard. Childhood lead exposure and lead poisoning from lead-based paint and other sources is preventable. The key is to keep children from coming into contact with lead. Throughout today we will discuss a few ways to limit contact with lead to prevent exposure.

https://unsplash.com/@ilumire?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText


  
 

 

  

Potential Sources of Exposure 
• Painted farm equipment and boats 
• Imported pottery, candles, older mini 

blinds 
• Toys 
• Ceramicware 
• Solder 
• Batteries 
• Ammunition 
• Cosmetics 
• Plumbing materials 

Toy Recall from https://www.cpsc.gov/Recalls/2007/rc2-corp-
recalls-various-thomas-friends-wooden-railway-toys-due-to-lead-
poisoning 

Photo by Randy Fath on Unsplash 

Imported pottery from Mexico 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lead and lead compounds have been used in a wide variety of products found in and around our homes, including paint used on some farm equipment and boats; imported pottery, scented candles and older mini blinds; glassware; toys; ceramicware; solder; batteries; ammunition; old cell phones that are in disrepair, and cosmetics (e.g., lipstick). Lead can enter drinking water when plumbing materials that contain lead corrode. The most common sources of lead in drinking water are from lead pipes, faucets and fixtures. Lead pipes are more likely to be found in older cities and homes built before 1986. Lead can be released into the environment from industrial sources and contaminated sites, such as former lead smelters. Improper disposal or recycling of lead-acid batteries, improper storage of metal parts such as machinery components, and abandoned mines may also contribute to lead in the environment.  And as just mentioned it’s important to remember that Congress has passed several laws related to lead to reduce our exposure. 

https://www.cpsc.gov/Recalls/2007/rc2-corp-recalls-various-thomas-friends-wooden-railway-toys-due-to-lead-poisoning


 Health Effects - Children 
• Behavior and learning 

problems 
• Lower IQ and 

hyperactivity 
• Slowed growth 
• Hearing problems 
• Anemia 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
All humans can potentially be exposed to lead; however, certain groups are more vulnerable than others to the harmful effects of lead, including young children under the age of six. Lead is especially dangerous to children under the age of six because their growing bodies absorb more lead than adults, and their developing brains and nervous systems are more sensitive to lead’s damaging effects. There is no known safe level of exposure to lead. Even small amounts of lead in children can result in:Behavior and learning problems;Lower IQ and hyperactivity;Slowed growth;Hearing problems; andAnemia.In rare cases, high amounts of lead can have devastating effects, including seizures, coma and in some cases, even death.QUESTIONS?? That was just a quick overview about lead, some potential sources of lead exposure and the health effects on children. Before we start talking about the curriculum does anyone have any questions about lead?



Lead Awareness in 
Indian Country:

Keeping our
Children Healthy! 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now that we have discussed some of the sources of lead exposure, and the health effects on children, we want to talk about the curriculum.The full name of the curriculum is Lead Awareness in Indian Country: Keeping our Children Healthy!



 

The Curriculum 

• Also known as: 
• Curriculum 
• Tribal Lead 

Curriculum 
• Lead Awareness 

Curriculum 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For the short title, you will hear us refer to it as the Curriculum, Tribal Lead Curriculum or Lead Awareness Curriculum.It is also now available in Spanish.



  
  

Collaboration between the: 
• National Tribal Toxics Council; 
• National-EPA Tribal Science Council; and 
• U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Curriculum was developed as a collaboration betweenNational Tribal Toxics Council, National-EPA Tribal Science Council, andUS EPA.Members of these Councils and EPA staff formed a Working Group and this collaboration became a tribal-driven, EPA partnered approach.During development of the Curriculum, the Working Group collaborated with over 200 tribal representatives from approximately 80 different tribes and tribal organizations. These partners participated in discussion sessions and pilots, reviewed drafts, shared stories, evaluated key messages and drafted content. 



 

 

 

Purpose 

• Raise awareness about 
childhood lead exposure 

• Expand understanding of
lead’s potential impacts 
on children’s health and 
cultural practices 

• Encourage actions that
can be taken to reduce 
and/or prevent childhood 
lead exposure 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Purpose of the Curriculum is to: Raise awareness in about childhood lead exposure; Expand understanding of lead’s potential impacts on children’s health and cultural practices; and Encourage actions that can be taken to reduce and/or prevent childhood lead exposure.  It is a user-friendly tool to educate communities about lead exposure and promote in-home activities that participants can do to reduce and/or prevent potential exposure. 



 

 

Target Audiences 

Instructors Participants 
• Teachers 
• Outreach specialists 
• Educators 
• Environmental staff 
• Social workers 
• Community health 

workers 
• Youth leaders 

• Parents 
• Grandparents 
• Community leaders 
• Child care workers 
• Healthcare providers 
• Youth (ages 12 and up) 
• Anyone interested in 

learning more about
lead and protecting 
children 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are two different target audiences1. Instructors: Community leaders with experience educating and training members of their community. Instructors do not need to be experts in lead or lead exposure, the Curriculum will provide you the resources and information to be familiar with the topic and be able to use the curriculum. Examples of potential instructors includes teachers, outreach specialists, educators, environmental staff, social workers, community health workers and youth leaders.2. Participants: The curriculum can serve a broad audience of community members who interact with children which includes: parents, grandparents, other caregivers, community leaders, child care workers, healthcare providers, youth (ages 12 and up) and anyone interested in learning more about lead and protecting children. 



Curriculum Materials 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Before we begin discussing what is included in the Curriculum, does anyone have any questions? Instructor Note: You can also look to see if any of the questions that were written down earlier should be answered now. Depending on time pick a question or two to answer before continuing. Try to choose question(s) that seem general and won’t be covered in the other sections of the training.



 

Overview of Materials 
• Introduction 
• Using the Curriculum 
• Four Modules, each 

includes: 
• Lesson Plan 
• Presentation 
• Worksheet 
• Key Messages 
• Kids Activity Sheets 

• Four Appendices 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Within the curriculum, you will find a:A short INTRODUCTION to the topic of lead exposure and overview of what is included in the curriculumA guide to USING THE CURRICULUM.The Curriculum is comprised of four modules designed to be delivered sequentially, but the modules may be used individually or in a different order. With a recommendation to start with Module 1 since it is an introduction to the topic and contains information that is covered in more detail in the other modules. Each module has its own lesson plan, worksheet, key messages, presentation slides and kids activity sheet to facilitate interactive sessions with participants. There are also 4 APPENDICESAll of these materials, except the presentation slides, can be found in the Curriculum Guidebook Now we are going to give a quick overview of each module and the materials, all of which are included on the USBs that everyone received.



 

 

Module 1: Understanding Lead 

• Educates participants 
on potential sources 
of lead exposure, and 
lead’s impacts and 
health effects on 
humans, wildlife, the 
environment and 
cultural practices 

Photo provided by Zender Environmental and Health Group 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Module 1 Educates participants on potential sources of lead exposure and lead’s impacts and health effects on humans, wildlife, the environment and cultural practices. By the end of Module 1 participants will:  Recognize potential sources of lead exposure; Understand impacts and effects of lead exposure;  Learn simple actions to reduce lead exposure; and Know the importance of testing children for elevated blood lead levels. 



 

 

Module 1: Understanding Lead 

1. Introduction 
2. Potential Sources of Lead 

Exposure 
3. Vulnerable Populations 
4. Impacts and Effects of 

Lead Exposure 
5. Taking Action 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The module is broken down into 5 main sections:General Introduction to the topic, which includes going through the Infographic we are going to look at in just a few minutes.Potential Sources of Lead Exposure. Vulnerable Populations:All humans may potentially be exposed to lead; however, certain groups are more vulnerable than others to lead’s harmful effects including young children under the age of six, pregnant women and adults who are exposed to lead through their jobs, hobbies and/or cultural practices.Impacts and Effects of Lead Exposure discussion on: The health effects of lead on both humans and wildlifeTaking Action continues the discussion of actions from the beginning we can do at home to reduce your family’s potential exposure to lead from the beginning of the session



Module 2: Effective Cleaning 
Techniques 
• Explains and 

demonstrates 
cleaning techniques 
recommended to 
reduce household 
lead dust and 
potential lead 
exposure in the home 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Module 2 explains and demonstrates cleaning techniques recommended to reduce household lead dust and potential lead exposure in the home. By the end of Module 2, participants will: Understand the importance of proper cleaning techniques to prevent exposure to lead; Learn about lead dust; Recognize potential lead dust traps in the home; Know which materials are recommended to clean lead dust; and Identify cleaning techniques that are most effective in reducing lead dust. 



Module 2: Effective Cleaning 
Techniques 
1. Introduction 
2. Lead Dust Traps 
3. Recommended 

Cleaning Techniques 
4. Helpful Hints 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Module 2 is broken into four main sections:An introduction that starts with the question, “Do you think that cleaning your house using specific cleaning techniques could help reduce potential exposure to lead?” Give participants a chance to answer and if they get it correct say something like great job you passed our first quiz. The answer is “Yes!” This module also discusses lead dust traps which are spaces or objects where lead dust can easily gather on, in or under. This section focuses on six areas in the home considered to be lead dust traps.A discussion and demonstration of recommended cleaning techniques for each of the six areas are presented. These cleaning techniques are all centered around wet washing, which is using wet or damp items for cleaning. These cleaning techniques can be performed by any person and are meant to be done with materials you already have like a mop, cloth, bucket and an all-purpose cleaner.At the end of the module helpful hints are provided to avoid re-contaminating your home, with lead dust, after cleaning using the recommended techniques and a review of information covered during the session.



 
 

 
 

Module 3: Personal Hygiene 
and Nutrition 
• Focuses on how 

good personal
hygiene habits and 
healthy nutritional
practices may assist
in reducing the 
absorption of lead in 
a child’s body 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Module 3 focuses on how good personal hygiene habits and healthy nutritional practices may assist in reducing the absorption of lead in a child’s body. By the end of Module 3 participants will: Learn specific personal hygiene techniques that help reduce potential childhood lead exposure;  Identify foods that contain calcium, iron, and vitamin C; and Understand nutritional practices and foods that may limit the absorption of lead.  



 

Module 3: Personal Hygiene 
and Nutrition 
• Personal Hygiene 
• Nutrition 

Photo provided by Zender Environmental and Health Group 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Module 3 is broken down into 2 main sections:The personal hygiene section mainly focuses on handwashing, when we should wash our hands and outlines and demonstrates the six steps of handwashing because one way young children ingest lead is through dust or soil contaminated by lead-based paint or other sources of lead that settles on their hands as they play. While the focus of the session is mainly on indoor activities, there is also discussion on how to reduce potential exposure to lead while outdoors.The second section focuses on nutrition. and  learning about and discussing foods, snacks and meals that contain calcium, iron and vitamin C, which may help reduce the absorption of lead. We will use module 3 for the discussion on how to prepare to present this information to your community and also for a short demo.



 
 

 

   

Module 4: Hiring Certified 
Lead Professionals 
• Informs participants  

on what to do if a 
home, child care 
facility or preschool
built before 1978 
contains lead-based 
paint 

Photo provided by Shaun West, Environmental Programs Manager, 
Cherokee Nation 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Module 4 informs participants on what to do if a home, child care facility or preschool built before 1978 contains lead-based paint, and when to hire certified lead professionals. By the end of Module 4, participants will: Understand the difference between a lead-based paint inspection and a lead-based paint risk assessment;Learn that renovation, repair or painting (RRP) jobs in a pre-1978 home with lead-based paint creates lead dust; Recognize the difference between lead abatement and renovation, repair, and painting projects; and Understand what must be done by Lead-Safe Certified Firms when conducting lead renovation activities. 



  
 

Module 4: Hiring Certified 
Lead Professionals 
1. Introduction 
2. Deteriorating Lead-

Based Paint Hazards 
3. Testing Your Home for 

Lead 
4. Lead Abatement 

• Renovation, Repair and 
Painting (RRP) Rule 

5. Lead Abatement Versus 
RRP Projects 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Module 4 is a little more technical than the other modules but includes lots of details for instructors who may not be familiar with the lead-based paint abatement and/or Renovation, Repair and Painting (RRP) programs. It is broken down into 5 main sections:Starts with a general introduction that discusses several important points such as the federal government ban on the residential use of lead-based paint in 1978; that lead-based paint may still be present under layers of newer paint; and if paint is kept intact and clean, children can live safely in a home with lead-based paint.  How deteriorating lead-based paint that is peeling, chalking or cracking paint is a hazard and needs immediate attention. Owners and occupants should check regularly for deteriorating paint on surfaces suspected of having lead-based paint. Testing your home for lead, which is the only way to find out of if a home has lead-based paint. There are two options: a lead-based paint inspection or a lead-based paint risk assessment. Both testing options are discussed, as well as that you should hire a certified lead professional to perform the tests.The last two sections cover lead abatement and the Renovation, Repair and Painting (RRP) Rule, and what is involved and how to find a certified lead professional for either activity depending on where you live. There is also a discussion that compares lead abatement activities and RRP projects since they may sometimes look similar, but these two separate programs that require different certifications and are regulated differently by EPA.ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THE TOPICS COVERED IN THE 4 MODULES BEFORE WE GO THROUGH ALL OF THE MATERIALS??



Lesson Plan 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Each module consists of a lesson plan, worksheet, key messages and kids activity sheet (all of which are included inside the Curriculum Guidebook) as well as separate presentation slides. All of which were developed to help make the sessions interactive.  The lesson plans provide a detailed guide for instructors on how to present the information included within each module and includes various sections to aid instructors, including:   INSTRUCTOR PREPARATION – steps for the instructor to prepare to present each moduleSUGGESTED MATERIALS – materials necessary for all activities included in each lesson plan OUTCOMES – what participants will be able to do by the end of the session, OUTLINE – list of covered topics, which includes approximate times for each section.



Lesson Plan 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
INSTRUCTOR NOTES – written in italics, found throughout the Lesson Plans with suggestions on how to present the informationNOTES BOXES – found on each page for instructors to add their own notes/information, as well as additional background information for the instructor’s knowledgeOPTIONAL ACTIVITIES AND DEMONSTRATIONS – to reinforce skills/messages presented in the session and allow for interaction between the instructor and the participants Instructor Note: This is not show in the pages on the slideREFERENCES - list included at the end of the lesson plan of references that support material 



Presentation 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The presentation slides are the main tool used by instructors to deliver the lesson plan content and information to participants. Lesson Plan content is included in the notes section of each slide. The presentations were designed so that instructors can edit and modify the slides to make them more relevant for participants and to incorporate relevant stories, images and videosRemove any slides you aren’t going to use. If access to technology is limited, instructors can print copies of the slides to give to each participant.



Worksheet 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The worksheet is an interactive tool, included in each module, which is meant to  Facilitate discussion Review significant concepts covered during sessions, and Help participants become familiar with the information.Each worksheet includes various exercises and questions to engage participants. Instructor notes in the Lesson Plans indicate how and when to use the worksheets.The IMAGES on the slide are the front and back pages of the Module 2 Worksheet. At the beginning of the session in this activity participants are asked to find the six lead dust traps in this home to start the discussion about lead dust traps and some recommended cleaning techniques.The back page is used as a review towards the end of the session to help remind participants what they learned. There is also a spot on the worksheet for participants to record the cleaning techniques they are going to use in their home.



 Key Messages 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Each module has key messages handout, which summarize the main points covered during each session. These handouts:Highlight preventative action(s) participants can take in their own homes to reduce their family’s potential exposure to lead; Are meant for participants to take home and reference later; andCan be handed out with the worksheet or at the end of the session.The IMAGES on the slide are the front and back of the Module 3 Key Messages and as you can see  these handouts contain more text than the worksheet as it is meant to be a reference for after the session(s) are over



 Kids Activity Sheet 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Each module has a supplemental handout built specifically for kids in elementary school with puzzles, games and coloring.The kids activity sheets contain the same concepts covered in each module, but only the information that is appropriate and easy for children to understand. Participants can take these home to share with their children or instructors may find ways to use this.Depending on the age of the child, the kid’s activity sheet could either be completed on their own or with the help of someone. The IMAGES on the slide are the front and back of the Module 2: Kid’s Activity Sheet.It covers where lead dust is found and what materials can be used to clean.Fun activities include a crossword puzzle, connect the dots and a seek and find.The activity sheet explains lead dust, wet washing and how often we should clean at an elementary school level.However, technical information on why we need to do this such as major health effects is not included. 



Appendices 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Curriculum includes 4 Appendices that provide additional information to assist instructors in presenting the information covered in the modules.Appendix A: Foods that Contain Calcium, Iron and Vitamin C - A table of over 150 foods known to contain calcium, iron and/or vitamin C. Appendix B: Renovation, Repair and Painting Program: Do-It-Yourselfers – Although the Renovation, Repair and Painting (RRP) Rule does not apply to homeowners renovating, repairing, or painting their own homes, do-it-yourself projects can easily create dangerous lead dust and is why this appendix contains detailed information for DIYers to prevent lead dust from spreading throughout the home when completing do-it-yourself renovation, repair or painting projects. 



Appendices 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Appendix C: Glossary – A list that defines key terms used throughout the Curriculum.Appendix D: Supplemental Resources - A list of additional resources, including videos, that instructors or participants may find helpful to understand information covered in the Curriculum.DOES ANYONE HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THE CURRICULUM MATERIALS?



Actions to Reduce 
Potential Lead 

Exposure Infographic 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The ACTIONS TO REDUCE POTENTIAL LEAD EXPOSURE Infographic is a visual aid designed to show participants 8 actions they can start taking to lower and prevent their family’s potential exposure to lead.The Curriculum is centered around these 8 actions, and they are highlighted/discussed throughout the CurriculumThe Infographic is introduced at the beginning of Module 1, providing participants with ideas and advice before diving into the detailed discussions about potential sources and impacts/effects of lead exposure.This is done to lower participant’s anxiety due to the amount of information that is going to be discussed in Module 1.



 
   

  
 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

  
  

 

 
 
 

 

 
  

 
  

  

  
  

  
  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
   

 

Flush your home’s 
pipes by running 
your tap, taking a 
shower or doing a 
load of laundry or 

dishes before 
drinking or cooking. 

Eat a well-balanced 
diet with foods high 
in calcium, iron, and 

vitamin C to help 
reduce the 

absorption of lead. 

Use soap and 
water (warm or 
cold) to wash 

children’s hands 
several times a 
day, especially 
after playing 

outside or with  
animals. 

Play in grass and dirt 
not contaminated 
with lead, and use 
designated picnic, 

camping and hiking 
areas. 

Hire a certified lead professional 
when renovation, repair or painting 

will disturb painted surfaces in a 
home built before 1978. Keep family 

out of the work area. 
36 

Wash daily any 
items your child 
uses regularly, 

such as 
pacifiers and 

toys, to 
minimize 

exposure to 
dust, which may 

contain lead. 

Clean your home once a 
week using a clean, wet or 

damp cloth, sponge or 
mop to minimize dust, 

which may contain lead. 

Change and wash 
clothes, remove 

shoes and shower to 
avoid tracking lead 
into the home from 
soil, work sites, or 

hobbies. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
THIS SLIDE IS ANIMATED AND THE BELOW SENTENCES WILL APPEAR AROUND THE INFOGRAPHIC AS YOU CLICK (ONE CLICK=ONE ACTION)Let’s go through the eight actions on the Infographic that is introduced at the beginning of Module 1:Clean your home once a week using a clean, wet or damp cloth, sponge or mop to minimize dust, which may contain lead.Eat a well-balanced diet with foods high in calcium, iron and vitamin C to help reduce the absorption of lead.Use soap and water (warm or cold) to wash children’s hands several times a day, especially after playing outside or with animals.Play in grass and dirt not contaminated with lead, and use designated picnic, camping and hiking areas. Hire a certified lead professional when renovation, repair or painting will disturb painted surfaces in a home built before 1978. Keep family out of the work area.  Change and wash clothes, remove shoes and shower to avoid tracking lead into the home from soil, work sites or hobbies.Wash daily any items your child uses regularly, such as pacifiers and toys, to minimize exposure to dust, which may contain lead. Flush your home’s pipes by running your tap, taking a shower or doing a load of laundry or dishes before drinking or cooking.These are just a few of the actions we can take to reduce our potential exposure to lead. Throughout Module 1 and the other modules we revisit these actions and continue to learn. 



Outreach 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Infographic also designed to be a multi-purpose  communications tool that can be used by instructors and communities to: Announce a session or event - The infographic can be used on flyers such as the one provided with the curriculum in an editable powerpoint slide as well as other promotional materials to advertise a community’s upcoming event. Remind Participants – Use the Infographic as part of your follow-up with participants to remind them how to start new actions that may prevent potential exposure to lead.



USB Overview 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The USB contains:All the Lead Awareness Curriculum materials in both English and Spanish.Each module has its own folder.Each module has lesson plan, presentation slides, worksheet, key messages and kids activity sheet. ANY QUESTIONS BEFORE WE TAKE A QUICK BREAK?When we come back, we are going to change gears and Shayna is going to talk about how to use and modify the curriculum.



 
 

Instructor Preparation:
Demonstration with 

Module 3 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Welcome back! Hopefully, our short break gave everyone a chance to stretch and prepare yourself for the second half of today’s session.The first part of the training was focused on the curriculum itself, what materials are included, and the topics and themes covered in the 4 modules. Now we are going to switch gears and talk about how to get ready to use the Curriculum.



  

 

 

 
 

Module 3: Instructor Preparation 

• Review all the 
curriculum materials 

• Review “Instructor 
Preparation” section 

• Preview the lesson 
plan 

• Where can you insert 
your own examples
and stories? 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To prepare yourself to present the sessions in your community there are several steps recommended to help you prepare. For this section I am going to be using Module 3, with a few examples from Module 1 to walk through the steps to prepare:Review all the curriculum materials, including lesson plan, presentation slides, worksheet, key messages, kids activity sheet and appendices.Pay special attention to the Instructor Preparation section found at the beginning of lesson plan. Think of this section as your checklist of what to do to get ready to facilitate each of the modules.After doing a quick review of all the materials, do a more detailed review of the lesson plan to identify sections where examples, stories and local information may be inserted.In both the Personal Hygiene and Nutrition sections there is a part about Outdoor Best Practices to reduce potential exposure to lead while outdoors in areas suspected or known to be contaminated with lead. Is there a story and/or additional suggestion you can share that is more relevant to your participants?For example, in the SW there isn’t much grass so you wouldn’t want to talk a lot about playing in the grass so instead talk about playing in areas not contaminated with lead. There are also several sections built for review and interactive discussions. You will find several open-ended questions and examples of answers for you to use. However, as you review, modify the answers as needed, especially if they may have cultural relevance.Take time to think through relevant activities to make sure you’re discussing information relevant to your community



  

 
   

 
 

 
  

 

 

Instructor Preparation Cont. 

• Who is your audience? 
• Recent immigrants or refugees? 
• Rural community? 
• Tribal community? 
• Urban community? 

• Does your community have limited 
access to affordable and nutritious 
food, i.e., located in a food desert? 

Photo provided by Zender Environmental and 
Health Group 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As you identify sections or spots you want to modify ask yourself, Is the audience you are working with a tribal community, recent immigrants or refugees, are they based in a city, are they in a more rural area? And then based on thisIf relevant to your community, think about subsistence activities like hunting, fishing, and gathering activities, gardening, etc. and how that may be important to your participants. How do you want to address and discuss this in addition to the stories/examples included. One example of this is in module 1 and the story about gathering  water potatoes in areas known to have lead contamination and how one tribe removes the skin to reduce exposure. Maybe instead you want to focus on gardening and how to reduce exposure, which could be switching to using raised beds or containers versus more traditional gardening.Think about your community’s access to affordable and nutritious food. Are they located in a food desert and have limited access to affordable and nutritious food?If so, are there programs, information and/or resources available within your community that you would want to weave into Module 3?Also, how will this change how you present Module 3 to your audience?If living in a more urban area, are there additional exposure examples or stories you want to think about and include?For Module 1, you may want to include a story about a child found to have an elevated blood lead level that was the result of lead-based paint in their pre-1978 home.Or maybe another exposure example, such as one from Aurora, CO which has a high population of African immigrants. Many of these immigrants have continued the practice of using a colored pasted that they put under the eyes to enhance intelligence. A child in that community was found to have an EBLL and the exposure source ended up being from the paste, which was being shipped from Africa and the paste’s coloring came from a lead-based additive. It was recommended that the parents stop this practice and when they did EBLL went down quickly.If working with Afghan refugee families or other recent immigrant families some things that have been shared with us to think about how you would want to address are:Many don’t drink the tap water so may not need to talk as much about running the tap water, but make sure to share that if they are using tap water for cooking to start with cold water and then use that for cooking and baby formula (this is discussed in both Module 1 and 3); and reinforce that lead isn’t a germ but a metal that can’t be seen. 



  

 

 

 

 

 

Instructor Preparation Cont. 

• Reach out to partners and find 
additional resources 

• Community Health Services 
• Wildlife, Fisheries, Natural 

Resource Departments 
• Cultural Resource Programs 

• Compile a list of your 
community’s local/traditional
foods and snacks 

• Specific nuts, fish, fruit 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Reach out to potential partners and find additional resources if possible. You may want to reach out to:Community Health Services/Department or local community health workersNutritionistRefugee resettlement organizationTribal personnel and eldersOther community leadersCultural resources program organization, community organization, natural resources/wildlife/fisheries management, who else? Instructor note: allow participants time to think and share with the groupCompile a list of your community’s local and traditional foods and snacks that are not listed in the Module 3 Worksheet and Powerpoint slides. Contact community leaders, staff from local organizations and other community members to help compile this list.After looking through all the foods listed throughout the lesson plan think what isn’t mentioned that you ate growing up or that you know is a traditional food for your community or your participants? This is especially important to think through when working with tribal members, recent immigrants, and refugees.Include specific nuts like pecans since not all types of nuts are listed Add specific fish, since the list doesn’t include all types of fishIf I was doing this in Mexico where I lived for several years I might add huitlacoche or corn fungus since I know a serving has 9% Daily Value of iron. I’d also then make sure to switch out some of the Meal Ideas on the slides for more common foods eaten in Mexico.I have a question for the group, what is something that popped into your head regarding food and the community or group you work with that you are going to want to add and/or research? Instructor note: allow participants time to think and share with the group.



 
  
  

 

  

 
  

  Foods that May Help Reduce the 
Absorption of Lead 

Nutrients Local/Traditional Foods 

Calcium 
(mineral needed to 
build and maintain 

strong bones) 

Iron 
(mineral critical to 

blood function) 

Vitamin C 
(vitamin that protects 
the body from disease 

and increases the 
absorption of iron) 43 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The focus of the Nutrition section of Module 3 is learning about and discussing foods, snacks and meals that contain calcium, iron and vitamin C since a diet rich in important nutrients such as calcium, iron and vitamin C plays a role in helping to reduce a child’s absorption of lead, which Module 3 discusses in detail.  Module 3 provides a list of general foods known to contain calcium, iron and/or vitamin C that can be found in most grocery stores and then instructors are encouraged to create a list of local/traditional foods that contain these three nutrients to populate this table with local/traditional foods so you can hold meaningful conversations with participants. Using Appendix A: Foods that Contain Calcium, Iron and Vitamin C and other resources listed in Appendix D, determine which of your community’s local and traditional foods contain calcium, iron and/or vitamin C. Take time to think about any foods relevant to your participants that you may be able to highlight. You may need to look up the nutritional values of these foods. The USDA resource listed in Appendix A and those in Appendix D can give you a starting point to learn if these nutrients can be found in the foods you come up with.We are also working on an additional resource with other foods known to contain calcium, iron and vitamin C that have been shared with us in previous sessions that should be available on our website soon.On the blank Local/Traditional Foods slide in the presentation shown here, add your community’s local/traditional foods to the appropriate row – Calcium, Iron or Vitamin C (or create a table on flipchart paper if needed).After creating the table of local-traditional foods, make sure to create a list of both meals and snacks commonly eaten in the community that contain calcium, iron, and/or vitamin C and then make changes to both the Meal Ideas and Healthy Snacks slide.You may also want to look for images of your community’s local/traditional foods and snacks, though this is optional.



    
    

   

    
    
     

    
   

 
 

  
 

    
    

    
  

  Foods that May Help Reduce the 
Absorption of Lead 
Nutrients Local/Traditional Foods 

Calcium 
acorns, barnacles, bluegill, blue camas bulb, cattail, cholla buds, cow 
parsnip, fireweed leaves, kelp, lobster, mesquite bean flour, nettles, 
prairie turnip, sea cucumber, smelt, sochan, spruce tip tea 

Iron 

antelope, amaranth (grains and leaves), barnacles, beach asparagus, 
bear, beef, beluga whale, black beans, bone broth, broadleaf 
arrowhead, butternuts, caribou, chickpeas, crab, duck, elk, fish liver, 
frog legs, goat, hickory nuts, lamb, lamprey eel, mahi mahi, moose, 
oxtail, pima lima bean, pine nuts, quail, quinoa, rabbit, sea lion, sea 
urchin, seaweed, seal, snail, squid, squirrel, tepary bean, tongue, 
walrus, willow leaves, wocas 

Vitamin C 

acai juice, avocado, beech nuts, biscuit root/coush, bitter root, 
breadfruit, callaloo (taro leaves), cassava, chokecherries, 
cloudberries, dandelion greens, fiddleheads, guava, lychee, New 
Mexico green chile, nodding onion, papaya, passionfruit, pawpaw, 
pineapple, pine needles, purslane, ramps, rosehip, salmonberries, 
soursop, tangerine, taro, tundra tea, yam 

44 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Module 3 Worksheet, which you will be given in a moment, includes a similar table with the general foods listed and then blank spaces for participants to fill in based off the list you created.Here is a sample list we created using Appendix A. This is not for any community in particular – we just picked foods from appendix A not already listed in the general foods slide and then researched what they contain the most of by % Daily Value.Note, the curriculum provides some background information within the Reading Food Nutrition Facts Labels activity about percent daily value and why that is important.You can fill this out however you want. It was originally thought that this would be foods not mentioned on the General Foods, however, you could include some of the foods on the general foods slide that are part of your communities local/traditional foods. Create this table so that it is useful to you and your participants.



 

   

 
  

 
 

Instructor Preparation Cont. 

• Make copies 
• 1 copy of each handout per 

person 
• Gather materials 

• Handwashing Demo 
• Healthy Snack Activity 
• Black Light Activity - optional 
• Reading Food Nutrition Facts

Label Activity - optional 
• Edit and modify 

curriculum/slides 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once you’ve created your foods list now, make copies of the Module 3 worksheet, key messages and kids activity sheet (1 copy per participant).Gather materials for the Handwashing Demonstration.Are you going to do the demonstration yourself or just show the video?Does your location have running water, or will you need to simulate a faucet using buckets?If needed you can use bowls and pitchers to simulate running water and how long it takes to wash your hands using the six steps provided. Gather foods and utensils needed for the Healthy Snack Activity.What snack will the group prepare? Will you facilitate this or invite someone else to present the snack activity?	You will also want to gather any materials needed for the optional activities included in Module 3, both the Black Light Activity and Reading Food Nutrition Fact Labels.Are you going to include one and/or both of these activities?If you’re in area considered to be a food desert and/or has limited access to affordable fresh fruits and vegetables you could use the optional Reading Food Nutrition Facts Labels activity to highlight how we can get calcium, iron and vitamin C from packaged foods.If doing the Reading Food Nutrition Fact Labels activity will you use the labels included in the presentation, bring in your own and/or ask participants to bring in some labels from home?Edit the Module 3 Presentation Slides to incorporate your changes and remove slides you don’t plan to use.



You’re Ready! 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
After going through all the steps in the Instruction Preparation Section, promoting your events and getting community members to sign up, now you’re ready!!Now I’m going to do a short demonstration of a part of Module 3. 



Module 3: Personal Hygiene 
and Nutrition 
• Outline 

• Personal Hygiene 
• Nutrition 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Module 3: Personal Hygiene and Nutrition is divided into two main sections of Personal Hygiene and then Nutrition. For our purposes right now, we are going to be focusing on the Nutrition section. 



 

 

 

Nutrition 

• Nutrition is important for 
a child’s overall growth,
development and 
learning 

• When children do not 
have enough calcium or 
iron, their bodies may 
absorb lead instead of 
these nutrients 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Specific nutritional choices you and your children make are crucial. Proper nutrition is important for a child’s overall growth, development, learning and more.  Creating healthy eating habits will maintain our health and reduce the risk of diseases. Everything we eat and drink matters, which is why it is important to include a variety of vegetables, fruits, whole grains, proteins and dairy products in our diets (Ref. 1). Eating a variety of foods gives children the vitamins and minerals they need to grow up healthy. When children do not have enough calcium or iron in their bodies, their bodies may absorb lead instead of these nutrients. Calcium, iron and vitamin C may help reduce the absorption of lead in the bloodstream. 



 

Key Nutrients 
Calcium Iron Vitamin C 

Photo by Annie Spratt on Unsplash 

Photo by Mel Elías on Unsplash 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 A diet rich in calcium, iron and vitamin C plays an essential role in reducing the absorption of lead:Calcium helps bones stay strong and may keep lead out. Foods that contain calcium include: Broccoli, milk and milk products, such as yogurt and cheese; canned salmon and sardines; and foods with added calcium, such as orange juice and soy milk.Iron may block lead from being absorbed. Foods that contain iron include:Beans, peas, green leafy vegetables and lentils; lean red meats, fish, chicken and eggs; iron-fortified cereal, bread and pasta; and dried fruit, such as raisins and apricots.Vitamin C increases the absorption of iron, which may decrease the absorption of lead. Foods that contain vitamin C include:Citrus fruits, such as oranges and grapefruit; kiwi, strawberries and melon; and tomatoes, potatoes and peppers.

https://unsplash.com/@anniespratt
https://unsplash.com/@cuartodeiibra?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText


 

 

 

Important Facts to Consider 

•Foods high in fat and oil may increase the rate 
of lead absorption 

•A child with an empty stomach will absorb more 
lead 

Chips Ice cream 
50 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A couple of other important facts to understand regarding children and preventing the absorption of lead are:An overall unhealthy diet high in fat and oil may increase the rate of lead absorption; and A child with an empty stomach will absorb more lead.



  
   

 

What other foods do you think 
we can provide so children get
calcium, iron and/or vitamin C 

in their diets? 

51 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What other foods, in addition to those already mentioned, do you think we can provide our children to ensure they are getting calcium, iron and/or vitamin C in their diets? Take a couple moments to think about this and write down whatever comes to your mind first.Anyone willing to share with the group? Instructor Note: Allow participants time to think and respond before showing them the Foods that May Help Reduce the Absorption of Lead table that is in the worksheet and presentation. Foods are listed by the nutrient they contain the most of: calcium, iron or vitamin C. Instructor Note: If you can write down their answers to reference later.



Foods that May Help Reduce the Absorption of Lead 
Nutrients General Foods 
Calcium almonds, bone broth, broccoli, canned salmon, 

cheese, chia seeds, collard greens, cottage 
cheese, crab, edamame, figs, okra, milk, non-dairy 

(mineral needed to build milk, nopal cactus pads, prickly pear, sardines, 
and maintain strong 

bones) 
seaweed, sweet potatoes, tofu, white beans, whole 
wheat bread, yogurt 

Iron 
(mineral critical to blood 

function) 

apricots, asparagus, beans, beef, bison, black 
walnuts, chicken, clams, eggs, fish, fish eggs, 
hazelnuts, lentils, liver, mushrooms, mussels, 
mustard greens, oats, oysters, peanut butter, peas, 
pine nuts, pumpkin seeds, prunes, raisins, salmon, 
scallops, shrimp, spinach, venison, water potato, 
wild rice 

Vitamin C 
(vitamin that protects the 
body from disease and 

increases the absorption 
of iron) 

apples, bananas, bell peppers, blackberries, 
blueberries, brussels sprouts, cabbage, 
cantaloupe, cauliflower, chestnuts, citrus fruits, 
corn, green beans, honeydew, huckleberries, kale, 
kiwi, leeks, parsnips, pears, plums, potatoes, 
raspberries, rhubarb, squash, squid, strawberries, 
tomatoes, turnips, watercress 

 

 

 

  

    
    

   
  

   
    

   
    

   
   

    

  
  

 

 
   
   

    
    

 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the Foods that May Help Reduce the Absorption of Lead table that can be found in your Worksheet. Foods are listed by the nutrient they contain the most of calcium, iron or vitamin C. Some of the foods in this table do contain more than one nutrient, however they are only listed once.Take a moment to look through the foods listed in the tableDid we mention any of these foods earlier?Are any of these foods already in your families’ diets?If so, circle those foods on your worksheet and then if a few people could come up and using the markerboard marks draw a star on top of one food from the calcium, iron and vitamin C rows that is something you and your family already eat.Instructor Note: Give participants time to think and circle foods on their worksheet.As evidenced by your answers, many of these foods are already in many of our diets.  



 

 

Is the table missing any 
foods, specifically any 

local/traditional foods eaten 
in your community? 

53 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Do you think the table is missing any foods, specifically any local/traditional foods eaten in your community?Raise your hand to share a food you’re thinking of.Instructor Note: Give participants time to think and then share their answers.Instructor Note: Take a picture of their answers.



  

    
    

   

    
    
     

    
   

 
 

  
 

    
    

    
  

Foods that May Help Reduce the 
Absorption of Lead 
Nutrients Local/Traditional Foods 

Calcium 
acorns, barnacles, bluegill, blue camas bulb, cattail, cholla buds, cow 
parsnip, fireweed leaves, kelp, lobster, mesquite bean flour, nettles, 
prairie turnip, sea cucumber, smelt, sochan, spruce tip tea 

Iron 

antelope, amaranth (grains and leaves), barnacles, beach asparagus, 
bear, beef, beluga whale, black beans, bone broth, broadleaf 
arrowhead, butternuts, caribou, chickpeas, crab, duck, elk, fish liver, 
frog legs, goat, hickory nuts, lamb, lamprey eel, mahi mahi, moose, 
oxtail, pima lima bean, pine nuts, quail, quinoa, rabbit, sea lion, sea 
urchin, seaweed, seal, snail, squid, squirrel, tepary bean, tongue, 
walrus, willow leaves, wocas 

Vitamin C 

acai juice, avocado, beech nuts, biscuit root/coush, bitter root, 
breadfruit, callaloo (taro leaves), cassava, chokecherries, 
cloudberries, dandelion greens, fiddleheads, guava, lychee, New 
Mexico green chile, nodding onion, papaya, passionfruit, pawpaw, 
pineapple, pine needles, purslane, ramps, rosehip, salmonberries, 
soursop, tangerine, taro, tundra tea, yam 

54 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I started adding in a few foods I was thinking might get shared, but as you can see it’s not very many and so I wanted to take a few minutes and as a group add more foods to this table.At this moment it doesn’t matter if they are in the right spot, we just want to have a list of more foods that may help reduce the absorption of lead. There are most likely many other foods that we could include in this table, such as those you’ve shared. 



 

 

 
 
  

Meal Ideas 
• Breakfast 

• Oatmeal, sliced banana and 
100% orange juice 

• Vegetable omelet, apple sauce Grilled sandwich 

and low-fat milk 
• Lunch 

• Tuna salad sandwich on whole-
grain bread and pear slices 

• Dinner 
• Macaroni and cheese, stewed 

tomatoes and melon slices. 
Chicken with rice and broccoli • Chicken, rice, green beans and 

berries. 
55 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are a few meal ideas that contain calcium, iron and/or vitamin C. Breakfast:Oatmeal, sliced banana and 100% orange juice.Vegetable omelet, apple sauce and low-fat milkLunch:Tuna salad sandwich on whole-grain bread and pear slices.Dinner:Macaroni and cheese, stewed tomatoes and melon slices.Chicken, rice, green beans and berries.



 
  

What other meal ideas do 
you have that include all 

three nutrients? 

56 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What other meal ideas do you have that include all three nutrients?



 

  

Healthy Snacks 
• Air-popped popcorn 
• Applesauce 
• Fruit 
• Peanut butter on whole-grain 

crackers, apples or celery 
• Jerky 
• Frozen 100% fruit juice pops 
• Cheese and whole-grain 

crackers 
• Nuts, sunflower seeds and 

dried fruits Almonds 

Apples and peanut butter 

Fruit popsicle 

57 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As mentioned earlier:An overall unhealthy diet high in fat and oil may increase the rate of lead absorption; and A child with an empty stomach will absorb more lead.We can provide children tasty, healthy snacks that are part of a nutritious diet. For example, a snack could be:Air-popped popcorn;Applesauce;Fruit, such as: strawberries, melons, bananas, pears, oranges or peaches;Peanut butter on whole-grain crackers, apples or celery;Various jerky such as: salmon, venison, elk or beef;Low-fat or fat-free yogurt topped with fruit and/or iron-fortified cereal;Frozen 100% fruit juice pops;Cheese and whole-grain crackers;Nuts, sunflower seeds and dried fruits, including 100% fruit leather; orHummus and raw vegetables.These snacks are listed on your worksheet and there is actually a space for you to go back later and add more snacks!



  
  

  

Which of these foods, meals 
or snacks we covered today 
are you going to add to your

children’s diet this week? 

58 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Eating a well-balanced diet is important for children's long-term health and development. To help reduce the absorption of lead, children should eat foods high in: Calcium;Iron; andVitamin C.Which of these foods, meals or snacks we covered today are you going to add to your children’s diet this week?  You can write your answers in the space at the bottom of your worksheet. We encourage you to go back and review both the table in the worksheet as well as Appendix A to get an even better picture of foods that contain calcium, iron and vitamin C and even count up how many of these foods are already part of your diet and then think through which other foods you can easily add.



Modifying the
Curriculum 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This was just one part of Module 3 that was modified based on the group participating today and the fact that we are actually doing this in person.Before taking a stretch break and then moving on does anyone have any questions?



 
 

 
 

  

Teaching Strategies 
• Adjust each session to capture 

and incorporate personal/local
observations and real-life 
scenarios unique to your 
community 

• Discuss issues of importance 
to your community 

• Make sessions interactive 
• Customize the presentation 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Over the last several years, we have learned a lot and based on conversations with tribal representatives and community leaders and previous Train-the-Trainer sessions we have come up with a short list of teaching strategies I want to review:Adjust each session to capture and incorporate personal/local observations and real-life scenarios unique to your community.Think through how you can customize the information and materials for your participants.Discuss issues of importance to your communityMake the sessions as interactive as possibleUse the worksheets/handoutsInclude the demonstrations and activitiesIncorporate large and small group discussionCustomize the presentationsAdd stories, images, videosRemove slides



  
 

  

  
 

Teaching Strategies Cont. 
• Identify additional resources 

that may be important to 
participants such as 
brochures and phone
numbers 

• Be aware of how you speak 
and interact with 
participants when 
discussing certain topics 
(e.g., hygiene) 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Identify additional resources that may be important to participants Brochures Phone numbersBe aware of how you speak and interact with participants when discussing certain topics (e.g., hygiene)Keep in mind, that for some participants, certain suggestions such as cleaning and good hygiene practices may be sensitive topics if participants have clutter filled homes, don’t have great access to running water, difficulty discarding possessions or have bad hygiene habits. Instructors should be aware of how participants react to information presented and use terms such as “we” and “us” throughout teachings and discussions.



 

 

 

 

 

Modifying Materials 
1.How could this be used by

my community? 
2.Who is my target audience? 
3.Who should I partner with 

and consult? 
4.Which modules should I 

present? 
5.When should I facilitate 

sessions? 
Photo provided by Zender Environmental and Health Group 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And the overall strategy we want to highlight is to Modify the sessions and presentations. And before we go through how I wanted to ask you in general why is it important to modify educational materials? For the next part of today’s session we are going to really focus on this idea of modifying the Curriculum. There are several questions we suggest asking yourself when thinking about how to modify the Curriculum to use in community. I am going to quickly walk through the questions here on the screen and encourage you to start thinking through your answers and then we are going to break into small groups and using copies of the Curriculum we brought with us fill in the “Modifying the Lead Awareness Curriculum” worksheet. After the groups have had a chance to discuss and come up with potential modifications/changes we will gather again and ask several of you to share back with the group your answers to the questions. We hope the small group and larger group discussion will spark additional ideas for you on how to use and modify the Lead Awareness Curriculum. Some of those questions, include: How could this be used my community or incorporated into current work?Does this connect to something we are already doing?Who is my target audience?Who will your participants be? Will it mainly be parents and grandparents or will it be the health and environmental staff? This is important as it will determine many other things, such as how exactly to modify the materials, when to offer the sessions, etc.Who should I partner with and consult?Consider reaching out to local experts such as healthcare officials to provide information about getting children tested for lead and/or ask them to present this information during the Module 1 SessionIdentify resources that may be important to participants such as brochures with additional information and phone numbers for future follow-upWhich modules should I present?All of them or maybe just some of them?When should I facilitate my chosen sessions?



 

 
 

Modifying Materials Cont. 
6.What factors need to be 

considered when modifying 
the Curriculum? 

7.What modifications do I need 
to make? 

8.What resources are needed? 
9.How can I facilitate sessions 

online? 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What factors need to be considered when modifying the Curriculum?How should I conduct the activities with your participants and in the space available to me?What modifications do I need to make?Some potential modification include:Use different words – Do you need to use words that are less technical and more common, everyday words?  Do participants have their own word for something?Use more images – Minimize the number of words on PowerPoint slides and switch out for more images that help tell the story or explain the information.Print slides and images poster-size – Identify alternative materials if technology is limited or you do not want to use PowerPoint.Use local plants, animal, foods, and stories when giving examples – For example, in Module 1 pick stories that connect with the participant’s own experiences and cultures.   Module 3, make sure to include and emphasize local foods that include calcium, iron, and/or vitamin C.Remove any slides you do not plan to use during that session.What resources are needed?Materials, time, space, moneyHow can I facilitate the sessions online?This will depend on which platform you use. If using zoom, we recommend using the annotate feature and for Module 3 you can have folks type their answers on the screen and even circle foods that they already eat on the General foods table, making sure to  explain how to use specific functions of the chosen platform since each is a little different (chat box, reactions, etc.)Use the chat box for people to share their answers or maybe have specific times for people to unmute and discuss their answers



 
 

 
  

 

Modifying the Curriculum 

• In small groups: 
• Review the Curriculum 

• epa.gov/lead/tribal-lead-curriculum 
• Discuss your ideas 
• Fill in the table on the back of the 

Modifying the Lead Awareness
Curriculum worksheet 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now what I would like to do is take the next 20 minutes and work with the people sitting near you:Start by reviewing the CurriculumEach group has a printed copy of the Curriculum to flip throughIf anyone has a laptop with them, you could open the files on your USBYou can also open the curriculum from the webpage: epa.gov/lead/tribal-lead-curriculumAs a group discuss your initial thoughts/ideasGo through the questions on the front or just discuss your ideas in general.Then start filling out the table on the back of the Modifying the Lead Awareness Curriculum worksheetThis matches the questions we just walked through and can also be found on the front of your worksheet!My recommendation would be to not just work with the people you normally work with, but with people from different organizations, with different jobs, who work with different groups of people to help spark ideas. However, the easiest thing is to work with the people you are sitting next to.We will walk around and eavesdrop on what y’all are thinking. Feel free to ask us or other groups questions.Then when I call time, I’m going to ask a few folks to share some of their answers to some of the questionsInstructor Note: using the worksheet ask people to share answers to a few of the questions.

https://epa.gov/lead/tribal-lead-curriculum


 
 

 
  

    
 

  
  
   

   
  

 

Environmental and Climate 
Justice (E&CJ) Grant Program 
• For community-based nonprofit 

organizations (CBOs), partnerships 
of CBOs, and partnerships between 
CBOs and  federally recognized 
Indian Tribes, local governments, or 
institutions of higher education 

• For specific types of eligible 
activities 

• Notice of Funding Opportunity for 
approximately $2B expected to be 
issued in summer 2023 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Environmental and Climate Justice Grant Program is a new EPA grant programSpecifically for community-based nonprofit organizations (CBOs), partnerships of CBOs, and partnerships between CBOs and federally-recognized Indian Tribes, local governments, or institutions of higher educationFor specified activities includingcommunity-led air and other pollution monitoring , prevention, and remediation, workforce development projects, mitigating climate and health risks from heat-related conditions, climate resiliency and adaptation, facilitating the engagement of disadvantaged communities in public processes, and reducing indoor air pollution and toxicsNotice of Funding Opportunity for these grants is expected to be issued in the summer of 2023Funds must be awarded by September 30, 2026 and the grants can’t last more than 3 years; Awards are expected to be made on a rolling basis over a 12-month time period



 
  

   
   

 

  
  

  
 

 
 

  

Environmental Justice Thriving 
Communities Technical Assistance 
Center (EJ TCTAC) Program 

• EPA has selected 17 EJ TCTACs for 
award to provide comprehensive nation-
wide coverage 

• Each EJ TCTAC will provide training,
capacity building, and related support 
on: 

• Writing and preparing grant
proposals, 

• Managing grant funding 
• Identifying funding sources; and 
• Navigating federal grant application 

systems. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
EPA has selected 17 Environmental Justice Thriving Communities Technical Assistance Centers ( EJ TCTACs)There are 14 regionally-based Centers and 3 national Centers (they are listed on the Fact Sheet I brought with me and there is an interactive map on the webpage)Each EJ TCTAC received ~$10 million to provide technical assistance, training and capacity-building to support communities on:Writing and preparing grant proposals;Managing federal grants, to include accounting, policies, and controls;Identifying federal, state, local and private funding sources to apply for; andNavigating SAM.gov and Grants.gov registration process and other portals related to grants. There is no cost to receive Technical Assistance. All an organization has to do is request it once the EJ TCTACs are operational which should be around June 2023The National Indian Health Board is the TCTAC for all federally-recognized tribes



 
 

 

 

 

  

For More Information & 
Questions 
• E&CJ Grant Program 

• Bruce Binder Binder.Bruce@epa.gov or 

• Alexandra Gallo gallo.alexandra@epa.gov 

• EJ TCTACs 
• Bruce Binder Binder.Bruce@epa.gov 
• Jacob Burney burney.jacob@epa.gov or 
• Esther Sosa sosa.esther@epa.gov 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Only if you want to add this-up to youFor further information about the EJ TCTAC program contact Jacob Burney or Esther Sosa.	Jacob Burney burney.jacob@epa.gov or 	Esther Sosa sosa.esther@epa.govFor further information about the EJ&C Grants Program contact:         	Bruce Binder Binder.Bruce@epa.gov or  	Alexandra Gallo gallo.alexandra@epa.gov 

mailto:Binder.Bruce@epa.gov
mailto:gallo.alexandra@epa.gov
mailto:Binder.Bruce@epa.gov
mailto:burney.jacob@epa.gov
mailto:sosa.esther@epa.gov


Questions? 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Instructor Note: This will depend on how much time is left and/or whether there are still unanswered questions in the chat box.We discussed a lot of information and ideas today and appreciate your participation and questions.We’re going to take questions for the rest of our time. As mentioned at the beginning, if we run out of time to answer your questions, we will follow-up via email.Continue to type your questions in the chat box.



 
 

Thank you! 
For more information: 

www.epa.gov/lead/tribal-lead-curriculum 

https://espanol.epa.gov/plomo/
concientizacion-sobre-el-plomo 

http://www.epa.gov/lead/tribal-lead-curriculum
https://espanol.epa.gov/plomo/concientizacion-sobre-el-plomo
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